Autumn 1
Where We Are

Autumn 2
Celebration

Spring 1
Planet Earth

Spring 2
Innovation

Summer 1
Sustainability

Summer 2
Healthy Living

Project title

Me, My Family
and Friends

Traditional
Tales

Under The
Sea

People Who
Help Us

Growing

My Body

Intention

Finding out how we
are similar and
different to others
and who the key
people are that keep
us safe

To develop a love of
reading, stories and
books

To explore the
sea through role
play, art,
sensory, small
world and real
life experiences

To find out about
people in our
community

To notice changes
in our families and
environment

To understand the
importance of
hygiene, self-care,
diet and exercise

Driving
question

Who am I?

What Stories do
you love?

Who helps me?

How do things
change?

How can I look
after myself?

Project title

Journeys
Near and Far…

Our Favourite
Stories

What can we
find under the
sea?
Animals
around the
world

Building,
Building
Building!

Reduce,
Reuse,
Recycle

Keeping
Healthy

Intention

To learn about one
another and
celebrate who we are

To celebrate our
love of books and
stories

To share what
we know about
animals and their
habits

To develop new
construction and
making skills

To develop an
understanding of
how to make a
difference in our
environment

Driving
question

Where are we from?

Which stories do you
love?

What animals do
we have as pets
and where do
other animals
live?

What could we
build?

What can we do to
protect the sea?

To enjoy being
active and to
develop healthy
habits for
ourselves and our
families
How can I keep
myself healthy?

Project title

Plymouth
Landmarks

Celebrations
around the
World: Link to
another Country

Space

Toys
(Pirates?)

Habitats &
Homes
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Healthy Eating
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Intention

To find out more
about our local area
and community.

To cultivate curiosity
about the wider
world.

To provoke a
sense of awe
and wonder.

To plan, design
and make a
purposeful product
for a specific
audience.

Driving
question

What is unique about
Plymouth?

What is celebrated in
different areas of the
world and how?

What’s out
there?

How do I use my
making skills in a
purposeful way?

Project title

Significant and
influential
people

Winter
Traditions

Islands
Around the
World: Link
with a school
in another
country
To familiarise
ourselves with
different places
and people
around the world
How does where
you live impact
on your daily
experiences?

Intention

To value individual
contributions to life
and learning

To embrace and
celebrate a range of
cultures and
traditions

Driving
question

What makes a person
significant?

What is a tradition
and is it important to
maintain it?

To explore our
impact on the
environment and
promote
sustainable
practice.
How are we as
individuals
responsible for our
environment?

To develop our
understanding of
how our bodies
work and how we
can look after
them.
How do I care for
my body and why
is it important?

Machines

Water, Water
Everywhere!

Health and
Wellbeing

To look at the
impact machines
have on our
environment

To become
engaged in water
conservation and
environmental
issues
Where does water
come from?

To develop
strategies to
maintain a happy
and positive
mindset
What does
‘healthy’ look like?

How have
machines changed
the world?

